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The object of this paper is Chinese Classical Opera of "Huanshaji",which 
outlined its development and changes from the perspective of reception in Ming and 
Qing dynasties, studyed its change and the basic characteristics in text, criticism and 
performance, investigated its situation of reception of the Kun Drama in Ming and 
Qing dynasties . 
In the part of introduction, this paper focus on Huanshaji’s status of research , 
explored the feasibility of this topic and proposed research programs. 
The first chapter studied text reception of "Huanshaji " in the Ming and Qing 
dynasties. Summarized the situation of its text and anthologies reception and summed 
up the features in different periods and different text form . 
Text criticism is the most important content in Chapter II,which generalized 
Huanshaji’s criticism and comments ,then reinterpret them. 
In Chapter III, the paper explored the stage reception of "Huanshaji " in Ming 
and Qing dynasties . Including full text performances, excerpts performances and a 
cappella performances. 
In short, this article aimed to sort out the reception situation of "Huanshaji " of 
the Kun Drama in Ming and Qing dynasties, to reveal the general characteristics of 
the process of reception. 
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